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Jari-Matti Latvala and Miika Anttila did the Ford World Rally Team Jari-Matti Latvala and Miika Anttila did the Ford World Rally Team 
proud in the WRC’s Wales Rally GB to take their second victory of proud in the WRC’s Wales Rally GB to take their second victory of 
the season. A much-deserved win too!the season. A much-deserved win too!
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The Michael Park ‘Beef’ Trophy is awarded annually in 
memory of Michael Park, who died in a tragic accident 
during Wales Rally GB in 2005 while co-driving for his 
long-term partner Markko Märtin.
 Michael is much missed by the entire World Rally 
Championship (WRC) community. To perpetuate his memory 
a group of friends and colleagues - inspired by Vincent 
Laverne - commissioned the trophy.
 The bronze bust was created by French artist 
François Chevalier and was donated to Michael’s wife, Marie, 
and children, William and Victoria.
 Each season a smaller replica trophy is awarded to a 
co-driver who has best demonstrated the qualities associated 
with Michael during his career, taking into account overall 
performances, attitude, commitment and other actions or 
achievements.
 In 2006 the trophy was presented to Daniel Elena 
from Monaco. In 2007 it was awarded to Finland’s Timo 
Rautiainen, in 2008 to Denis Giraudet of France, in 2009 to 
Jarmo Lehtinen from Finland, in 2010 to Phil Mills from Wales 
and in 2011 to Ilka Minor from Austria.
 The recipient is decided by a jury selected from 
the WRC community. For 2012 the jury comprised Paul 
Turner (Michael Park’s manager), Robert Reid, Mark Wilford 
and Vincent Laverne. They had four nominations from 
which to choose: Jonas Andersson (Norway), Daniel Elena 
(Monaco), John Kennard (New Zealand) and Stéphane Prévot 

(Belgium).
 It was announced that in 2012 Stéphane Prévot has 
been chosen as the seventh winner of the Michael Park ‘Beef’ 
Trophy.
 He made his WRC debut in 1989 at Rally GB. He 
teamed up with Bruno Thiry for Opel in 1991 and has been a 
regular competitor ever since, fi rst with Thiry, then François 
Duval and since 2007 with Chris Atkinson. Stéphane has also 
partnered other drivers including Stephane Sarrazin, Evgeny 
Novikov and Henning Solberg. During his long career, he has 
worked with many top teams, including Opel, Ford, Toyota, 
Škoda, Peugeot, Citroën, Subaru and, in 2012, MINI.
 August’s Rally Finland was Stéphane’s 150th WRC 
start and last week in Britain he faced his 152nd event. He 
has yet to reach the top of the podium, but has secured fi ve 
second places, including the Ivory Coast Rally in 1992 and 
Mexico and Argentina with Atkinson in 2008.
 The fi rst ten years of Stéphane’s career were 
spent with fellow Belgian Thiry and they played a vital part 
in General Motors Europe winning the 1993 2WD World 
Championship. They joined Ford in 1994 and competed 
regularly in WRC for the team until switching to Subaru in 
1999 and Skoda in 2001.
 Stéphane teamed up with Duval in 2003 and 
joined Ford as team-mates to Markko and Michael. They 
achieved success together and in 2005 joined Citroen, but 
Stéphane later chose to leave the partnership. He co-drove 
with Sarrazin in 2006 at Subaru and teamed up there with 
Atkinson in 2007. He showed great loyalty to Thiry and more 
recently to Atkinson, staying with him when Subaru departed 

the WRC and travelling to Asia-Pacifi c regularly for three 
years to compete alongside the Australian for Proton and 
Škoda.
 They currently lead the 2012 FIA Asia-Pacifi c Rally 
Championship and although they missed Rally Japan last 
weekend, they plan to start in China in November to secure 
the title.
 During the past four years, Stéphane has also 
competed in a variety of rallies around the world to support 
his family.  He has also provided advice and guidance to 
many younger co- drivers and when not competing reverts 
back to his original status of rally fan and can be found 
on the stages of Belgian rallies with friends, family and 
supporters.
 Paul Turner, Michael and Markko’s manager, has 
worked closely with Stéphane and described him as a ‘great 
guy’. “He is a hugely experienced but, at the same time, 
modest and unassuming co-driver who goes about his 
business in a low profi le but utterly professional way, traits 
which were, of course, true of Michael as well.
 “Michael always had a lot of time for Stéphane and I 
know he would absolutely approve of the decision to present 
him with this prestigious award today in Wales,” added 
Turner.
 Stéphane was presented with the trophy by 
Ford World Rally Team director Malcolm Wilson in front of 
invited media, guests and friends of Ford at its Happy Hour 
reception in the Wales Rally GB service park in Cardiff on 
Wednesday 12 September.

Words: Handbrakes & Hairpins
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Mark Cronje/Robin Houghton (Team Sasol Ford) dominated this Mark Cronje/Robin Houghton (Team Sasol Ford) dominated this 
past weekend’s Toyota Cape Dealer Rally in their Ford Fiesta past weekend’s Toyota Cape Dealer Rally in their Ford Fiesta 
S2000, winning nine of 13 stages. A mistake in a stage on Friday S2000, winning nine of 13 stages. A mistake in a stage on Friday 
saw this pairing hit a bank and suffer a puncture, dropping over saw this pairing hit a bank and suffer a puncture, dropping over 
two minutes to their rivals and see them move from fi rst overall two minutes to their rivals and see them move from fi rst overall 
to sixth. A charge up the leaderboard on Saturday’s tests brought to sixth. A charge up the leaderboard on Saturday’s tests brought 
the Gauteng-based crew third place overall.the Gauteng-based crew third place overall.
Picture: Evan Rothman.Picture: Evan Rothman.
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It was a sponsor’s dream come true as Toyota 
Motorsport’s Johnny Gemmell and Carolyn Swan 
(Castrol Team Toyota Auris S2000) were declared 
the winners at the end of the SA Rally Championship 
Toyota Cape Dealer Rally in Caledon this past 
weekend.
 Second, in their best performance so far this 
season, were former national champions Enzo Kuun/Guy 
Hodgson (BP Volkswagen Polo S2000), who fi nished 45 
seconds behind the winners and fi ve seconds ahead of a 
fast-closing Mark Cronje/Robin Houghton (Sasol Ford Fiesta 
S2000).

 Gemmell/Swan took over the lead of the 
Championship from Cronje/Houghton with two rounds 
remaining and now enjoy a fi ve-point advantage over the 
Ford pair.
 Cronje dominated the sixth round of the 
Championship in terms of stage wins, winning three of 
Friday’s six stages and fi ve of Saturday’s stages, but a 
mistake on Friday’s penultimate stage cost him when he 
went off the road and punctured a tyre. This left him in sixth 
place on Friday evening, 01min 30sec behind the leading 
Toyota of Gemmell/Swan.
 Jon Williams/Cobus Vrey were fourth in the second 
Sasol Ford Fiesta S2000, nearly a minute behind their team-
mates. Jean-Pierre Damseaux/Grant Martin (Team Total 
Toyota Auris S2000) were fi fth, fi ve seconds behind Williams 

and Vrey and seven seconds ahead of former champions 
Hergen Fekken/Pierre Arries (BP Volkswagen Polo S2000).
 Giniel de Villiers/Celeste Snyders (Imperial Toyota 
Auris S2000) lost fi fth place to Fekken/Arries on the fi nal, 
670-metre stage in front of an enthusiastic crowd at the 
Caledon Rugby Club, the gap at the fi nish being a narrow two 
tenths of a second after 13 special stages totalling 182km of 
high-speed racing.
 Making up the top ten overall and among the Super 
2000 four-wheel-drive cars were Charl Wilken/Greg Godrich 
(Basil Read Ford Fiesta S2000), Gugu Zulu/Carl Peskin (BP 
Volkswagen Polo S2000) and Henk Lategan/Barry White (Q8 
Oils Volkswagen Polo S2000).
 Zulu/Peskin, who struggled with intercom 
problems on Friday, won the Super 2000 Challenge for older 

Words: Handbrakes & Hairpins
Pictures: Evan Rothman
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specifi cation four-wheel drive cars from Lategan/White and 
Namibians Wilro Dippenaar/Morne du Toit (PZN Panelbeaters 
Toyota RunX S2000).
 The 18-year-old Lategan, whose school allowed 
him to postpone a matric prelim exam in order to compete 
over the weekend, reported power steering problems on 
both days. Dippenaar, another of the sport’s up-and-coming 
teenagers, was slowed by a misfi re on Saturday, the 19-
year-old fi nishing 13th overall.
 Winners of the Two Wheel Drive category for S1600 
cars were Guy Botterill/Simon Vacy-Lyle (Yato Tools Toyota 
RunX S1600). It was a maiden Class win for the pair, who 
fi nished 14th overall and over a minute ahead of Morne 
Janse van Rensburg/Rikus Fourie (GC Diesel Volkswagen 
Polo Vivo S1600) and four minutes in front of Ashley Haigh-
Smith/Kes Naidoo (Castrol Ford Fiesta R2).

 Haigh-Smith had dominated the Class until Friday’s 
fi nal short stage in Caledon when he rolled the Ford, gifting 
the lead to Botterill. He lost more time on Saturday with a 
broken gearbox mounting. Janse van Rensburg was slowed 
on Saturday by a persistent misfi re on the new Volkswagen.
 Two Wheel Drive Championship leaders Craig Trott/
Robbie Coetzee (Team Total Toyota RunX S1600) retained 
their advantage with a trademark trouble-free run to fourth 
place in a car that is six years old and outgunned by the 
more modern machinery of many of their rivals.
 Paul Franken/Henry Kohne, who were third 
overnight in their Toyota Corolla in their best performance 
of the year, retired after Saturday’s fi rst stage with gearbox 
problems.
 The next round of the championship is the 
Polokwane Rally in Limpopo on 6 - 7 October. H&H

Final Overall Classifi cation:
01) J. Gemmell/C. Swan
       Toyota Auris S2000 – 01h 33m 29.1s
02) E. Kuun/G. Hodgson
       Volkswagen Polo S2000 + 45.2s
03) M. Cronje/R. Houghton
       Ford Fiesta S2000 + 50.5s
04) J. Williams/C. Vrey
       Ford Fiesta S2000 + 01m 46.9s
05) J-P. Damseaux/G. Martin
       Toyota Auris S2000 + 01m 52.2s
06) H. Fekken/P. Arries
       Volkswagen Polo S2000 + 01m 59.5s
07) G. de Villiers/C. Snyders
       Toyota Auris S2000 + 01m 59.7s
08) C. Wilken/G. Godrich
       Ford Fiesta S2000 + 02m 20.0s
09) G. Zulu/C. Peskin
       Volkswagen Polo S2000 + 02m 38.7s
10) H. Lategan/B. White
       Volkswagen Polo S2000 + 02m 51.4s



Yağiz Avci has entered the record books as the fi rst 
Turkish driver to win a round of the Intercontinental 
Rally Challenge (IRC) since the all-action series begun 
six years ago following his success on the Prime Yalta 
Rally in Ukraine this past weekend.
 Piloting an M-Sport Ford Fiesta S2000, the three-
time Turkish champion reached the fi nish on the banks of the 
Black Sea more than three minutes ahead of his closest rival. 
A sterling performance from start to fi nish enabled Robert 
Consani to clinch the runner-up spot, as well as the fi rst IRC 
podium for French manufacturer Renault. His maiden top-
three plus an IRC Production Cup and IRC 2WD Cup double 
earned Consani the prestigious Colin McRae IRC Flat Out 
Trophy.
 “This was a tough rally but I am very happy to 

win,” said Avci who was co-driven by countryman Bahadir 
Gücenmez. “We were driving carefully this afternoon because 
we wanted to keep our position after Yuriy [Protasov] retired. 
On [Sunday]’s second stage, we caught Yuriy during the last 
5km and it was very diffi cult to pass him so we lost quite a 
bit of time. We tried to improve our pacenotes this afternoon 
as we hope to be back next year but right now I can’t believe 
I have won, it feels fantastic.”
 Ukraine’s Yuriy Protasov was leading his home 
event until a puncture followed by an off-road excursion 
on Sunday’s second stage dropped him out of winning 
contention. The Fiesta RRC driver then encountered further 
bad luck when he broke a steering arm and damaged his 
suspension, forcing the 28-year-old to fi nally call it a day.
 “For sure, I am disappointed to retire but I am still 
feeling positive,” explained an upbeat Protasov. “It was our 
fi rst time in the Fiesta and I have been happy with our times. 
Yesterday we had a good day but today we were unlucky on 

three stages in a row. That is life but I learned a lot – I never 
expected to come here and win so I cannot allow myself to 
feel disappointed.”
 A solid performance by László Vizin earned the 
Skoda Fabia S2000 driver the fi nal podium spot in the 
Crimea. The Hungarian reported a gear sensor problem 
during the opening loop in addition to a small handling 
issue, but Vizin was nevertheless delighted with his fi rst IRC 
podium.
 Peugeot 207 S2000 driver Yukhym Vazheyevskyy 
dropped out of the podium fi ght on Day Two after engine 
problems forced an early retirement. The Ukrainian 
restarted Day Three, but was not eligible to score points. 
Vazheyevskyy made it to the end of the rally after replacing 
a windscreen when the original was smashed when the 
bonnet fl ew open on SS11. 
 After vying for the top spot alongside Protasov and 
displaying an impressive show of speed, Finn Mikko Pajunen 

Words: Handbrakes & Hairpins
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retired after he crashed his Fiesta on the second day of 
competition.
 Renault Mégane RS driver Robert Consani took a 
resounding victory alongside co-driver Nicolas Klinger in the 
IRC Production Cup. The Frenchman is now only three points 
adrift of title leader Andreas Aigner, who was not competing 
in Yalta. Consani set a string of fastest stage times and 
fi nished more than four minutes ahead of second-placed 
Mykola Chmykh in a Subaru Impreza STI. After a series of 
setbacks, Marco Tempestini battled on in another Impreza to 
claim the third step of the podium. The Romanian reported 
numerous problems over the course of the three-day rally 
including three punctures on the closing day and a broken 
gear lever. Fourth place in the IRC Production Cup went to 
Marco Cavigioli in a Ralliart Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution IX 
R4. Simone Tempestini was unable to start the fi nal day 
of competition on Sunday because he was feeling unwell. 
Elsewhere, Valeriy Gorban was forced to retire after the 
Ukrainian broke his Lancer’s front-left driveshaft on Day 

Two. Fellow countryman Vitaliy Pushkar retired when his 
Lancer was damaged following an off-road excursion on SS5. 
Yurii Kochmar stopped after incurring three punctures and 
damaging a wheel on his Lancer.
 Having led the IRC 2WD Cup from start to fi nish, 
Robert Consani clinched his second victory of the year in his 
Renault Mégane RS. Consani’s victory means Briton Harry 
Hunt’s lead in the standings has been slashed to one point. 
Hunt hadn’t nominated Yalta on his schedule of events. After 
a solid drive, Vlad Cosma was second in a Citroën C2 R2, 
with Murat Bosatanci overcoming a puncture to claim the 
third podium spot in a M-Sport Ford Fiesta R2. The all-female 
crew of Ekaterina Stratieva/Carmen Poenaru fi nished fourth, 
with the Bulgarian driver reporting a better set-up on her 
Citroën during the closing leg. “This has been the hardest 
rally of my career, the roads were incredibly slippery,” said a 
relieved Stratieva at the fi nish in Yalta. Honda Civic Type R 
driver Oleksiy Panov rounded off the top fi ve, fi nishing more 
than fi ve minutes ahead of the Fiesta of Basedin.

Final Overall Classifi cation:
01) Y. Avci/B. Gücenmez
       M-Sport Ford Fiesta S2000 - 03h 09m 58.7s
02) R. Consani/N. Klinger
       Renault Mégane RS + 03m 13.4s
03) L. Vizin/G. Zsiros 
       Skoda Fabia S2000 + 03m 38.4s
04) M. Chmykh/O. Vilchynskyi
       Subaru Impreza STI + 09m 31.5s
05) M. Tempestini/D. Pupea
       Subaru Impreza R4 STI + 12m 47.9s
06) M. Bostanci/O. Vatansever 
       M-Sport Ford Fiesta R2 + 15m 14.3s
07) M. Cavigioli/M. Fortunato
       Mitsubishi Evolution Lancer IX + 19m 35.1s
08) O. Panov/O. Yukushev 
       Honda Civic Type R + 20m 54.1s
09) S. Besedin/O. Donskiy
       M-Sport Ford Fiesta R2 + 26m 41.2s
10) E. Halfon/S. Bostanci 
       M-Sport Ford Fiesta R2 + 33m 25.1s
 
IRC Production Cup and IRC 2WD Cup:
R. Consani/N. Klinger - Renault Mégane RS

H&H



From 31 crews representing 22 countries, a rally 
staged over four days and 1,604km, it was a pair of 
Finns in an English-built rally machine that claimed 
victory in World Rally Championship’s (WRC) Wales 
Rally GB this past weekend.
 Jari-Matti Latvala/Miika Anttila (Ford World Rally 
Team) never put a wheel wrong on any of the event’s 19 
stages and 325km of timed action in the forests and gravel 
roads around Cardiff, their second victory of the season. 
Almost 30 seconds behind were Championship-leaders 
Sebastien Loeb/Daniel Elena (Citroën Total World Rally Team) 
with Latvala’s Blue Oval team-mates Petter Solberg/Chris 
Patterson claiming the fi nal podium position only 0.9 seconds 
adrift of Loeb in this the tenth round of the WRC 2012.

 “It’s a fantastic feeling,” said Latvala. “It’s one of my 
favourite rallies and it’s the fi rst time I have won the same 
rally in consecutive years. It has been a great battle. This 
victory is for the team as the car has been perfect. These 
guys have worked hard, a great performance after some 
doubts in following the Rally of Finland.”
 Speaking about his favourite stage of the rally, 
Latvala said: Myherin: “It is, for sure in this rally it’s my 
favourite stage. It’s one of the greats. I would say it’s one of 
the great stages in the championship, I would say so.
 “It’s always depending on the weather how the grip 
level is over there but what I like is it’s fast and [has] long 
corners [and] open areas but then also you climb uphill and 
you come downhill and you have junctions, you have a bit of 
everything.
 “But mainly with that case you can take the lines 
like in Finland, which is important there and that’s where the 

difference it made. It’s fast and you have to get your lines 
right; that is really what I enjoy.
 “The other thing is that the surface how it is. This 
year it was slippery [but] in the past when it’s been raining 
it’s actually been quite good grip, so you also need to 
understand the grip level there and feel it.
 “I remember when we did it [the] fi rst year it was 
giving me a good feeling on that stage; I understood the 
grip level changes but that is something you need to have 
experience [of] in this rally, is just the forests, how they are 
with the weather conditions.”
 Norwegian former World Rally Champion Solberg 
was running ahead of Loeb until the fi nal day’s opening loop 
of stages when Loeb set two fastest stage times to move 
ahead. He was able to cement his slender advantage over a 
determinded Solberg after once more trading places in the 
afternoon stages to grab second place overall. “I tried very 

Words: Handbrakes & Hairpins
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hard and it was getting very, very slippery,” commented 
Loeb. “It was a very good battle for second.”
 Solberg, four-times winner of this event, said: “I 
lost too much this morning, but I love this rally and I have to 
say thank you to the whole team.”
 It was once more Mads Ostberg, the promising 
privateer and WRC rally winner for the Adapta World Rally 
Team, in fourth. This Norwegian was hounded by Loeb’s 
team-mate Mikko Hirvonen, and he only sealed fourth place 
on the fi nal stage when he pipped the factory Citroën driver. 
Another fantastic result for the privateer Ford driver, and 
another reason why the Blue Oval needs to snap this talent 
up with a factory driver...
 Six-times South African Rally Champion Jannie 
Habig returned to the WRC fold with a one-off drive for the 
M-Sport Ford World Rally Team in a Fiesta RS WRC and was 
co-driven by Brit Robbie Durant. After sliding off the road in 

SS7, Habig returned to action under Rally 2 rules on sunday’s 
stages to be classifi ed a WRC fi nisher. “Good clean stage,” 
said Habig after the fi nal test. “Got a bit of rhythm and didn’t 
touch anything. It’s now a case of heading for home.”
 The sensational Frenchman Sébastien Ogier (Skoda 
Fabia S2000) was once more the pacesetter at the front 
of the S2000 category, and fi nished some four minutes 
ahead of Irishman Craig Breen (Ford Fiesta S2000), who as 
well as being second in S2000 was the top SWRC runner. 
Ogier’s pace in the Skoda Fabia S2000 is highlighting not 
only his outright speed, but the performance of the non-
forced induction four-wheel drive rally machines. With his 
confi dence and experience gaining in leaps and bounds, and 
his pace notes being prepared for next season’s WRC events, 
the Frenchman must be relishing the prospect of running for 
the podium positions in the all-new-for-2013 Volkswagen 
Polo R WRC... H&H

Final Overall Classifi cation:
01) J-M. Latvala/M. Antilla
       Ford Fiesta RS WRC – 03h 03m 40.3s
02) S. Loeb/D. Elena
       Citroën DS3 WRC + 27.8s
03) P. Solberg/C. Patterson
       Ford Fiesta RS WRC + 28.7s
04) M. Ostberg/J. Andersson
       Ford Fiesta RS WRC + 01m 10.6s
05) M. Hirvonen/J. Lehtinen
       Citroën DS3 WRC + 01m 29.5s
06) E. Novikov/I. Minor
       Ford Fiesta RS WRC + 03m 37.0s
07) T. Neuville/N. Gilsoul
       Citroën DS3 WRC + 04m 11.9s
08) M. Wilson/S. Martin
       Ford Fiesta RS WRC + 06m 00.4s
09) M. Prokop/Z. Hruza
       Ford Fiesta RS WRC + 06m 58.9s
10) N. Al-Attiyah/G. Bernacchini
       Citroën DS3 WRC + 09m 32.1s



Hans Weijs/Bjorn Degandt’s factory BP Volkswagen Polo S2000 Hans Weijs/Bjorn Degandt’s factory BP Volkswagen Polo S2000 
suffered another mechanical retirement from Day One of this past suffered another mechanical retirement from Day One of this past 
weekend’s Toyota Cape Dealer Rally in South Africa’s Western Cape weekend’s Toyota Cape Dealer Rally in South Africa’s Western Cape 
region. The Dutch star is fast gaining in gravel rally experience, and region. The Dutch star is fast gaining in gravel rally experience, and 
will be threatening for an outright victory here on one of the fi nal will be threatening for an outright victory here on one of the fi nal 
two rounds of the South African Rally Championship season.two rounds of the South African Rally Championship season.
Picture: Evan RothmanPicture: Evan Rothman
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